Abstract -Peculiarities of solving the problems of the automated recognition of the sleep stages by electroencephalograms with various artifacts are considered. It is offered to use the autoregressive algorithm for recognition of the specified random signals in the presence of the unknown signals. Results of the sleep stages recognition algorithm investigations using the method of statistical simulation based on the EEG sampling for six stages of sleep are given.
Analysis of the night sleep structure plays a significant part in the cerebrum diseases diagnostics [1] . At functional diseases of nervous system and psychosis the complaints to the sleep disturbance are often the main ones and sometimes even the only ones. That is why investigations of the night sleep structure turn out to be useful for analysis of the sleep function and mechanism. The investigations in the field of the sleep structure are also urgent in the cardiologic practice, in particular, for the patients with ischemic heart disease, as dangerous crises of cardiovascular system emerge often during the night sleep.
It was found that electroencephalogram (EEG) can serve the indicator of the cerebrum awakening and adequately represent the sleep depth. But the sleep stages recognition by the EEG record is connected with significant labor cost, waste of time and spending of money as the night sleep EEG records occupy hundreds of meters of the paper tape. Moreover, at visual analysis only descriptive criteria are used for the sleep stages identification, this causes subjective disagreement among specialists when estimating the moments of transition between the sleep stages. Thus, the necessity in objectification and automation of the sleep structure investigation process emerges. Mathematical methods of signals recognition can be used for this purpose. But automated recognition of the sleep studies with the EEG based on the mathematical methods of recognition is connected with definite difficulties caused by the proximity of the EEG spectral composition for the sleep separate phases and stages, with difference of the corresponding EEG of different people as well as initiation of various artifacts.
Various approaches to the indicated problem which are defined by the chosen mathematical description of the EEG, i.e. is mathematical model and corresponding recognition algorithm, are possible. ________________________________________________ Valeriy Bezruk -Kharkov National University of Radio Electronics, 14, Lenin Ave., KNURE, 61166, Kharkov, Ukraine, E-mail: bezruk@kture.kharkov.ua Spectral methods of the sleep stages recognition based on the EEG description with the series expansion coefficients by some base function (ДЭФ, Walsh, Haar) are used. Application of the auto regression (AR) model to the EEG description is also known, this leads to the AR algorithms for the sleep stages recognition [1] .
To take into account the action of the artifacts it is offered to use in this work the specified signals recognition algorithm with the class of unknown signals on the basis of AR model of random signals [2] . Application of this algorithm makes it possible to decrease the probability of erroneous solutions in the problem of the sleep stages automated recognition by the EEG under real conditions. The distinctive feature of the offered sleep stages recognition algorithm consists in formation of the closed regions in the space of estimation of the AR model parameters which are obtained from the EEG realizations learning samplings for the specified sleep stages [3] . In operation conditions the recognition algorithm assigns the observed EEG realization for the examined patient either to one of the closed regions corresponding to the specified sleep stages or to the class of unknown observations defined by artifacts.
The studies of the offered recognition algorithm were conducted using the method of statistical simulation with the created program package, program-realizing algorithm under condition of learning and recognition. Investigations were carried out using the EEG realizations samplings for six peculiar slumber stages. As a consequence the dependences of the sleep stages erroneous recognition probability estimates on duration of the EEG observations were obtained and practical recommendations on application of the offered recognition algorithm were developed. In particular, the given recognition algorithm can be used when designing specialized computer systems for diagnosing diseases of cerebrum and cardiovascular system by the observed EEG.
